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·The Metaphors of Consc1ousnes~

New York: P1enum r 1981

Karl· H. Pribram

Behaviorism and Psychology

The behaviorist revolution is completed. Its success is heralded in the
numerous texts that proclaim psychology to be the study of behavior. We
need now only to get on with our experiments, for all is well in our world.

Or is it? Do the series of theoretical statements ranging from Wat
son's (1979) Psychology from the Slnndpoi,tl ofa Be}lnviorist, through Gilbert
Ryle's (1949) The Concept of Mind, to Skinner's (1976) recent About Be
IlQviorism really accomplish a science of psychology? Do the observa
tions and experiments undertaken under the banner of behaviorism
really address the problems and issues raised by philosophical inquiry?
And, further, do these observations and experiments really encompass
all of the problems and issues that concern psychologists?

The time appears right to ask these questions because the behaviorist
revolution is indeed completed, and its successes and failures can be
reasonably assessed. Behaviorism as a vital scientific discipline continues
to grow both in maturity and iti" new applications outside psychology.

'This chapter is a revised and expanded v~rsion of my paper presented as rart of the
symposium "The Nature of Consoousness" at the American Psychological Association
Convention, Toronto, August, 1978. .

Karl It. Pribram o. Department of Psychology, Stanford University, St;mfllrd. California
(m05.

Behaviorism, Phenomenology, and
.Holism. in" Psychology
A SCIENTIFIC ANALYSISl
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'See Bair, Chapter 24, ror a discussion or computers and human thought processes.-Eds.

Perhaps in this statement can be found the key to assessment. When
a biologist observes behavior in an assay of a biochemical constituent of
the brain, does he automatfeally become a practicing psychologist? When

, a computer scientist attempts to simulate his thought processes on an
information-processing program, is he addressing a problem that does
not concern psychologists because he is not observing or controlling
behavior?1 And what about the experimentalist who measures the electri
cal conduction of the skin~ the heart rate, the movement of the eyes, or the
electrical responses of the brain in a problem-solving situation? Is he
measuring "behavior", and, if he is oris not, does that matter with regard
to whether he is pursuing psychology?

As an answer to these questions,' another may be posed. Has it
perhaps been a mistake to identify behaviorism with psychology? Be
haviorism is a discipline-the study of behavior has its set of problems,
such as the definition of what constitutes behavior. As a discipline, it has
already made fantastic contributions to technology and the understand
ing of the behavior of animals and of men and women. And there is no
reason why sdentific psychology should not be based on such an under
standing of behavior.

But there are limits to understanding achieved solely through the
observation and experimental analysis of behavior. These limits areespe
dally apparent when problems other than overt behavior are addressed,
problems related to thought or to decisional processes, to appetitive and
other motivational mechanisms, to emotions and feelings, and even to
imaging and perception. These problems make up a large bulk of the
interests that bring students to the study of psychology, and at least one
bE'haviorist (Skinner, 1976) has grouped them under the rubric "covert
behavior." Being "covert," they need to be enacted to be studied (Miller,
Galanter, & Pribram, 1960). Enactment in overt behavior is, however,
only one avenue of study-others, such as computer simulation or the
recording and analysis of brain electrical activity, may prove just as
effective in achieving sdentific understanding-perhaps even more so
when used in combina tion with behavioral enactment.

In a very real sense; therefore, psychology as a science reaches out
beyond behaviorism to these covert processes. Ordinarily, these covert
processes have been labeled "mental", and there is no good reason to
abandon this label.' Our perceptions' such as vision and hearing are
mental processes. Our feelings ofemotion and motivation are mental, our
intentions and decisions are mental, and, as we shall see, even our actions
are mental.

Psychology as the study of mental life, as William James and George
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JCon~ider this question in the IightofR, von Eckartsberg's discussion of "experiaction", See
Chapter 10 in R. S. VaUe amI M, King (Ed,,), Exislmlial·PlIenomtTll1logiCQI Alttmatives1M

Psyc1rolngy, New York: Oxford University;Press, 1978,-Eds.
4As well as "observable behavior".-Eds.

SOJ;Ile Differences

into neuroelecmc potentials by retinal receptors. Perhaps the behaviorist
will be content when the laws of behavior and those describing 'brain
function coalesce-but that has not been the tenor of those who espouse
the establishment of a science of behavior, separate from physiology.

The mentalists have not fared much better than the behaviorists in
stating clearly what psychology, the study of mental life, is to be about.
Are mental processes to be identified on the basis 'of verbal reports of
introspection? Are they, therefore~ the contents of introspection? Or are
mental processes the resultants of an organism's being-and-acting-in
the-world, as Whitehead, Husserl, the: phenomenologists, Gestalt
psychologists, and existentialistswouId have'it? Or are' the contents of
introspection nothing, more than' these resultants of being (or acting)
in-the-world? If they are; what then is the difference between what a
behaviorist calls covert behavior and the existentialist calls mental?' Logi-
cally, there is none. . :: '.,

'. __ .', ,i',:',.

However, though logiccan find little to distinguish an existential
psychologist from a sophistica~ed behaviorist, historically the gap is great
between how each goes about constructing his science. The behaviorist,
as already noted, is devoted to objectively observable, discrete behavioral
response~hemakes inferences, yes, but these inferences must be oper
ationally and explicitly tied'to the envirOJ1'mentai -manipulations that
produce these discrete observable behaviors of organisms.

13y contrast, phenomenologists, Gestalt psychologists, and existen
tialists analyze subjective experience." Contrary to opinions expressed by
some behaviorists, these investigators do not eschew observation. Nor do
their concepts, when d~ri~ed scientifically, lack in operational rigor. As
with behaviorists, th~ op~rations to which these concepts are tied are
operations performed on' the environment, not on the organism. Thus,
they share the interests ofpsychophysicists. As psychologists, they use
these operations to attain concepts about subjective experience (as re-

" ported verbally or inferred ,from nonverbal communication), instead of
using them to attain laws describing behavior.
. It is this remoteness of th"e measurable dependent variable from what
is being studied that makes the mentalist's job more difficult than that of
the behaviorist. But inference from observable events to nonobservable
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'Set Moss, Chapter 7, for an eXistential-phenomenological critique of the position espoused
by Pribram.-Eds. ;
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Behaviorism, Phenomenology, and Holism In Psychology

- : '

There is another important and related distinction that separates
behaviorism from. theexistentiat-phenomenological approach to psy
chological issues. The experimental analysis of behavior searches for
rnuses (proximal causes in. the Aristotelian sense) in a tried-and-true

ones is a commonplace in the natural sciences. Quantum and nuclear
physicists have built precise models of the micro-universe from observing
the effects of events on measurable variables, rather than by observing
the events themselves. Physiological chemists often postulate the pres
ence of a biologically active substance from the effect it has, many years
before that substance is identified chemically. In like manner, a mentalist
may investigate hunger; visual illusions, and states of consciousness
with the aim of modeling these experiences via their observed effects on
reports of their occurrence or of finding 'a ~euroelettric response to be
coordinate with the experience.

Thus, a science of mental life is as likely to become rigorous and
respectable as a science of behavior. This does not mean that the models
of psycho~ogicalexperience anCI the laws of behavior will prove to be
similar, any more than the models of quantum physics resemble the laws
of mechanics. Psychology, therefore, can readily encompass both levels
of inquiry-and perhaps other levels, such as explorDtions of social com
munication, as well. Biology as well as physics h~s its molecular and
molar divisions-s-why not psychology? ' .

Stated in this fashion, behaviorism becomes essentially a reductive
.endeavor. True, current behaviorists do not view themselves as reduc-

.' tionists. Skinnef:and others have repeatedly claimed that they are de
scriptive functionalists. But description entails the possibility (though not
the necessity) of reduction (Pribram, 1965). By contrast, an existential
phenomenological approach eschews this possibility. S

.; . Existential-phenomenological "mentalism" is rooted in being-in-
.the-world. Basically; ,therefore, there is an upward-or perhaps it is
better stated as an outward-reach, if experience is considered the start
ing point of inquiry. Experience is of a piece with that which is experi
enced. Issues of self, of intention, and of intentionality are derivative and

; always include:a being-in-the-world approach to solution. Existential
phenomenological,approaches thus share with social psychology the
derivation of self or person from the being-in-the-social-world.
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scientific fashion. Skinner is interested in the environmental contingen
cies that muse reinforcement to· OCCur. Other behaviorists are utilizing
such reinforcing stimuli to cause:a modification in behavior. .

1he existential-phenomenological approach is entirely different. At .
its most lucid, it is concerned with. the stntcture of experience-in-the
world (Merleau-Ponty, 1963). It is perhaps significant that when George
Miller, Eugene Galanter, and I enlarged our compass and became subjec
tive behaviorists, we titled a book Plans and the StnlCture of Behavior,
whereas Merieau-Ponty, attempting a precise formulation of existen
tialism, authored The Stnlcture of Behavior. An analysis of structure does
not involve a search for causes. Structure is multiply detennined and has
many reasons for being.

Existential-phenomenological psychology has not, up· to now, been.
very clear in its methods. I suggest that multidimensional analyses (fac
tor analysis, principle components analysis, stepwise discriminant
analysis) might serve· well as tools to investigat,e the structure of
experience-in-the-world. In biology, the homeostat with its negative
feedback loop has served as a model of structure-and has been modified
to account for change, as in the theory of evolution, in the concepts of
feed forward, homeostasis, and teleonomy, Aristotle's "final" causation.
Linguists have also provided models of analysis: after all, structuralism.
derives from the social and linguistic analyses of de Saussure (1922).

Another conceptual tool that could pi~ve useful to e~stential-.

phenomenological psychology comes from physics. In looking upward in
a hierarchy of systems, Einstein found relativity. The larger view showed
that the local calculations were dependent on context. Is not this the
every-day experience of the phenomenologist? The contextual depen
dency of exp~rience is what makes its structure so rich, but this very
richness makes its structural relationships so difficult to specify. Relativ
ity (whether the special or the general theory) is difficult enough to grasp
for physical systems-how much more difficult will it be for the
psychological16

:Holograms and Transformation

Recent discoveries in the brain sciences augur yet another approach
to psychology that is utterly different from the behavioristic and
existential-phenomenological. This approach has more in com~on with
that of the mystics, the depth psychology of Carl Jung (1960),7 and the

~See R. VaUe, Chapter 21. for a discussion of the implications that the theory of relativity
has for psychology.-Eds.

'See R. von Eckarlsberg. Chapter 2. Marian. Chapter 11. levin. Chapter 12, and V. Valle and
Kruger. Chapter 19, for discussions of the psychology of Carl Jung.-Eds.
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'~te Weber, Chapter 5, for a detailed examination of David Bohm's theory and its impUca
hons for both philosophy and psychology.-Eds,

more recent transpersonal'c:onceptualizations (see e.g., Tart, 1977). It is
also akin to the views expressed by philosophers such as Leibniz in his
Monadology and by Whitehead (1958). Many modern physicists have
espoused similar concepts to explain observations made at the quantum
and nuclear levels of inquiry: Bohm (1971, 1973)8 and Wigner (1969), to
name two of the foremost.

Holography was initially seen as a powerful metaphor to explain the
distributed nature of memory traces in the brain (Pribram, 1966). Clinical
or experimental lesions of neural tissue do not remove specific memories:
Lashley (1960), in his paper on the search for the engram, despaired of
comprehending the biological basis of memory organization because of
this resilience of learned behavior to brain damage. But a hologram has
just these properties: a holographic store, the photographic film, can be
injured or cut up into small pieces, and an image can still be reconstructed
from any of the pieces-thus the name hologram; every part contains
sufficient information to characterize the whole.

Holograms are blurred records of images and objects. Each point of
light is spread over the entire film, as is every adjacent point. However,
the blur is an orderly one, and the set of mathematical expressions that
define the blur (such as the Fourier transform) are often called spread
functions. A g~od way to conceptualize the nature of the spread is to .
visualize the concentric circles of ripples made by a pebble thrown onto
the smooth surface of a pond. Throw in two pebbles, and the spreading
concentric circles will cross each other and create interference patterns;
throw in a handful of pebbles, and, when the interference patterns are at
their maximum, take a photograph of the surface of the pond. That
photograph is a hologram.

Because the spread of ripples, waves, can be precisely specified, it is
possible to recreate the location of impact of each pebble by performing
the inverse of the mathematical operation (the spread function) that
deScribed the creation ofinterference patterns. The procedure is similar to
that performed by NASA when an orbiting camera is taking a photograph
of the surface of Venus or Mars. The photograph is a blur, but, because
the speed of the camera relative to the planet is known, that "speed" can
be subtracted out and a clear image obtained.

Holograms thus provide a ready instrument for spreading
distributing-information which 'can easily be retrieved by performing
the inverse of the transform by which the hologram is constructed. In fact,
when Fourier transforms are used, the same mathematical equation de
scribes the initial transform and its inverse. Thus, by repeating the same
procedure, an image of an object is obtained.
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Why bother with these transformations? What are the attributes of
holograms that make them so useful? There are many, but the most
important for understanding brain function are: (1) the readiness with
which images can be reconstructed from a distributed store; (2) the
resistance of a distributed store to injury; (3) a fantastic advantage in
computing power: practically instantaneous cross· and autocorrelations
are possible (this is why in X-ray tomography calculations are made in the
Fourier domain); (4) a tremendous increase in storage capacity-recently
a billion bits of retrievable information have been stored in a cubic cen
timeter of holographic memory; (5) the fact that images cons.tructed from
one part of the hologram are recognizably similar to those c'onstructed
from another (translational invariance); and (6) the facility for associating
two "images" in the holographic store and retrieving both in the-absence
of on~that is, when only one of the previou~ly associated images is
present, illumination of it and the hologram will reconstruct the other, as
is the case in associative recall. i·

f
This is an impressive list of attributes that can go a long way in ;J

explaining hitherto persistent puzzles of brain functioning in memory '1;
and perception. But is,there any evidence that the brain actually encodes ~~

sensory input in a holographic fashion? Over the past decade, such :.'~

evidence has been coming out of the research of many laboratories, and .;.~

I have reviewed it elsewhere (Pribram, 1974). Essential is the fact that the .-}~

mathematical descriptions of sensory processes fit thqse that de~cribe .,.~

holography (e.g., Ratliff, 1961, 1965; von Bekesy, 1967), and that the cells .'',:
of the sensory channel and brain cortex have actually been shown to .. >':~.
encode in the holographic domain (Campbell & Robson, 1968; De Valois, '. :.,,-~:

Albrecht, & Thorell, 1978a;b; GJezer, Ivanoff, & Tscherbach, 1973; Mov- ... ,:}i'i

shon, Thompson, & Tolhurst, 1978a,b,c; Pollen & Taylor, 1974; Pribram, -:'}~'I

~9a;:~~~e:~~i~~~~~ i:~~:~~~~;,s~~d~~5~x~;~~~~~~;~:~:u~~:::a;d ~':j?~
.by De Valois and his students have specifically tested alternative interpre- ,;.:.~~,g:J
tations leaving little doubt as to the validity of the earlier results. . :(~1"~1

A hologram, as noted above, encodes "ripples" made by a 'distur- ~,';XI

~~ndc:~:e~:~~~e(i~~~~~u~li~~~t?~~:fep~:=i~r;O~~~a~~;:d;~~:e~e~:~~~ _\..•_:.•.~.~::.;_•...~~.,.
of waves within a certain band width. Just as the strings of a musical"
instrument resonilte to' a specific range of frequency, so do the cells of ':" '"
the brain cortex. Many hitherto ununderstandable sensory and molar"",
functions can best be explained in terms such as frequency.analytic.:~j..
mechanisms-sensitivity to the spectrum of vibrations and fluctuations
of energy in the physical environment and within the organism itself . ~.;..
(Pribram, 1971). .':

It is here that contact with physics is made. Bohm (1971, 1973) has -.:.\
.::::' ;~

. '.' ~ '.. '.~
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pointed out that the discrepancies in conceptualization that lead to the
complementarity between partides:jind waves arise because, since
Galileo, we have relied almost exclusively on lenses for our views of the
physical macro- and micro-universe. He asks, what if we looked at the
world through gratings which produce nolograms-that is, took seri
ously the frequency domain as a possible organization of the universe?
Lenses focus, they objectify, particularize, and individuate. Holograms
are the result of processes ~hich spread, distribute energy, and provide
for ~ holistic organization in which each part represents the whole and the
whole implies each part. Bohm calls the lens view of reality the explicate,
and the holographic view the implicate order.

If the brain and the physical universe are seen to share this implicate
holographic order, then each portion of the order, each organism, for
instance, must in some sense represent the whole universe. In tum, the
universe must imply each. organism, each of us. Physicists have been
drawing such conclusions for a half century (see, e.g., Capra, 1975) but
they are new to'biologists and experimental psychologists. These conclu
sions are counter-intuitive and extre·mely difficult to comprehend (al
though in the Western philosophical tradition they.have been enunciated·
from pre-Socratic times onward by such eminent thinkers as Plato, Py
thagoras, Leibniz, Spinoza, Hegel, and Whitehead) and are, therefore,
frightening. In addition; they sound so much like those described by
mystics on ~he basis of their religious transcendental experiences, that
hardheaded, mechanistically oriented scientists are apt to shy aWay from
formulations that are derived from an enterprise so totally different and
foreign to the ordinary scientific method.

Still, the facts must be explained, and the holographic explanation is
a powerful one. A good deal of this power comes from its precision. For the
first time, a holistic conceptualization can be made as rigorously and
mathematically precise as a particularistic one. For psychology, such
precision is a necessity since its data are so varied. As noted above,
behaviorism provides precision by searching for "proximal," mechanistic
causes. Existential-phenomenological psychologies, if they are to attain
precision is a necessity si{lce its data are so varied. As noted above,
and provide "final" homeostatic, or homeorhetic and teleonomic,
"causes." Holographic (holistic) psychology depends on discovering
Irans!onnations for its precision. By specifying the transfer functions in
volved in moving from one state to another, the holistic approach is made
~s 5~entificany respectable as any other. What is, at the moment, miss
I~g IS some understanding of the relationship between proximal and
~lnal causation, LInd these with transformation. A possible direction of
InqUiry may be modeled on the development and study of language.
There is some reason to believe that very early linguistic communication

'.

, ~:~~'. ';"':
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may have been verbal-that is, that verbs rather than nouns were used. If
this is so, then nominalization implies, first, reification of function, that
is, activity-and, second, the splitting of object and subject which entails
the splitting of actor or calIse qom acted upon or effect. In this scheme,
holistic transformations (one function or action transforming into
another) gives way to structure within which proximal causality is fonned
when the structure is analyzed, whereas "final" causality, that is, tele
onomy, is discovered when the relationship of the structure to the whole
is in question. Whether this particular direction of inquiry proves fruitful
remains to be seen. In any case, however, explicitly adding structure and
transfonnation to the search for causes is long overdue and imperative if
scientific conceptualizations are to deal with the richness of problems
raised by the advances in scientific technology.
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